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PRODUCT DETAILS
Product Code
Product Name
Category
Brand
Origin

: DL-DB-01
: DAYBED#01
: Lava Stone
: Ranieri Lava Stone
: Italy

DIMENSIONS
Size

L 2250 x W 850 x H 580 mm

DESCRIPTION
The day-bed is conceived as a sober elegant piece, with
no decoration.This stylish piece of furniture beautifully
represents our idea of luxury craftsmanship, custom
design, handmade and Made in Italy, where the
knowledge of the artisans of stone finds new light and
expression in a piece of overwhelmingly contemporary
design. The project by Charlotte Juillard associates the
solid lava stone structure, extracted from the quarries
around Vesuvius, and handcrafted by the workers of
Ranieri Lava Stone, with the excellence of the Rubelli
velvet craftsmanship for the seat and the cushion, while
the support is forged in steel with a total black gloss finish.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
- Wide range of colours from RLS Colour Palette
- High resistance to chemicals
- High resistance to all weather conditions
- Nonporous: Waterproof
- Easy to clean

DISCLAIMER
Lava Stone is a natural product and could present itself
with slight imperfections that are not homogeneous.
In certain cases we send out control samples in the
desired thickness to ensure a similar finish at the time of
order.

Via Vicinale Lava Ranieri snc 80040 Terzigno (Na) Italy

SPECIFICATIONS
Material
Collection
Finish

: Lava Stone
: DLAVA
: Various

USEFUL DATA
Suitable for
Warranty

: Commercial | Residental
10 Years

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE
- Cleaning is simple with warm, clear water and a pHneutral fluid detergent. Rinse with plenty of water, then dry
with a clean microfiber cloth.
- Stubborn Stains can be removed with Glass & Ceramic
Cleaner or a Stone Cleaner, specific for the Lava Stone on
to the unglazed part of the item.
- If necessary, use a soft nail brush for stubborn stains or
residue, then dry it and apply a polish with a clean
microfiber cloth.
- Do not use any abrasive sponges, steel brushes, wonder
sponge or any abrasive/caustic cleaner.
- Do not use a high pressure cleaner or a steamer
- Protective products can be applied on the surface to
prevent stains and other residue.
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